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Editor’s Note Joan Mantini

Editor and

Beginner Sewing Page Owner

t is hard to believe that it has been SEVEN years now since I started the Facebook group 

Beginner Sewing! A time when I had three little ones running around, and I was looking to 

find people who wanted to get together to sew at a local Joann Fabrics.  Over the years the 

group slowly picked up in numbers, with people coming from further and further across the 

globe. At the beginning, we used the group as a place to share our projects and ask questions 

when they came up.  Today we still see this, but on a much, much larger scale, and with the 

occasional slip of a spammer to keep us all on our toes.  

Although much of what I enjoyed about this group has remained the same, much has 

also changed.  Our members are now from all over the world, and from all levels of sewing –

anywhere from people looking to buy machines to get started, all the way to members who 

are selling their crafts or sewing services as a source of income. Regardless of where we are 

in our sewing journey, this group has been so inspirational, and for that I will be forever 

thankful that I had the vision to start it many years ago! 

As the group continues to grow, I think so should what we offer our members.  I am 

ending 2020 with the good news of our new digital publication – something you can all plan 

to see more of in 2021! These new publications will be stored in our “files” section of the 

group as a .pdf file so you can easily refer to articles or tutorials you found helpful, as well as 

on our new group designated website www.beginner-sewing.com. 

Also, if you are a blogger, tutorial writer, or shop owner, let’s talk about how you can 

be featured in an upcoming issue of our Beg!nner Sewing digital issue.  This is a great way to 

show our growing membership what you have worked so hard on and generate new traffic.

Happy sewing,

I

http://www.beginner-sewing.com/
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Browse online…

Download our digital magazines:

https://beginner-sewing.com/magazine

Browse our website for tutorials & other sewing topics:

www.beginner-sewing.com

Find inspiration in our Facebook group:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1429751023915256

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1429751023915256
http://www.liftyourtable.com/
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What if I told you that you can sew, The first action step I set for all of them is: 

Devote 30-60 minutes a day to time that is 

only for you. Use that time for a bath, 

journaling, exercise or- yep, you guessed 

it- Crafting!

Crafting is especially effective because by 

partaking in hobbies and creative pursuits, 

we are able to cultivate self-expression, 

allowing us to feel a stronger sense of 

purpose and positive self-identity. 

The challenge most people bump up 

against is they think they don’t have time 

to be creative. If I had a dollar for

Crafting 
Mental 
Wellness

crochet, paint, solder, and sand your 

way to an improved mood that will 

last until tomorrow? A scientific study

in New Zealand found that engaging 

in creative behavior leads to a better 

mood that can last until the next day! 

I’m Christine Torosian. I’m a health 

and life coach and I specialize in 

helping burnt-out moms reignite their 

passion for living. I’ll let you in on 

one life-changing secret I share with 

all my clients…

By Christine Torosian, Health & Life Coach

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17439760.2016.1257049?journalCode=rpos20


Cover Story

every time someone says, “I would love 

to get back into _____, but there just 

aren’t enough hours in the day,” I’d be 

able to retire early (and create all day)! 

The real problem is we’ve 

prioritized the needs of others before our 

own desires. We’ve crowded out 

ourselves; not hard to do in today’s world 

of high demands and pressure to 

perform. But the truth is, we make time

for what matters most to us. It’s up to us 

to decide if what matters most is living a 

life with personal meaning, or living life 

trying to satisfy the expectations of 

others. Self-care isn’t selfish. There is 

much truth to the idea that you cannot 

pour from an empty cup. When we 

prioritize our own interests, we feel 

greater authenticity or uniqueness about 

what we have to offer the world.

Self-expression through creativity 

fosters a sense of being seen and 

understood. And when that desire is 

fulfilled, we are better able to give 

without feeling resentment. 

Plus, there is something truly 

beautiful about spreading paint across a 

blank canvas or pulling vibrant strands of 

thread through an embroidery hoop. It is 

impossible not to feel connected to 

something greater when you tune into 

your creative spirit. Don’t believe me? I 

dare you to set aside 30-60 minutes for 

seven days and see what happens. You 

might just find happiness is just a cross-

stitch away.

Christine Torosian
Metanoia Integrated Coaching, LLC

Christine@metanoia-healing.com
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Fat Quarter Shop is your go-

to online store for all your 

quilty needs! We offer fast, 

free shipping on orders over 

$80 shipped in the US. 

Check out our daily flash 

sales and monthly specials. 

Tune in each Friday at 9 AM 

to Fat Quarter Shop's 

YouTube channel for the 

latest in quilting!

www.fatquartershop.com/

mailto:Christine@metanoia-healing.com
https://www.fatquartershop.com/
http://www.fatquartershop.com/


What if I told you buying a sewing 

machine didn’t have to be time-consuming 

or confusing? What if I told you there were 

only 5 things to consider before your 

purchase? Are you ready to buy a machine 

and get started learning to sew? These go-

to machine buying tips will help you 

determine your sewing goals, pick the best 

machine to meet hose goals, and keep you 

sewing with your machine for years to 

come. Regardless of what you want to sew, 

here’s my sure fire way to find the sewing 

machine that’s right for you!

5 Tips For Buying Your First 

Sewing Machine

re you a beginner, overwhelmed 

by all of the sewing machine brands 

and available features on the market 

today? Do you get lost down the 

rabbit hole of sewing machine reviews 

only to realize you’ve lost hours and 

aren’t any closer to making a 

decision? Are you ready to commit to 

sewing, but don’t know what to look 

for when buying your first machine? I 

see you, and I get it. Because I’ve 

been there too.

By Toni Ugueto, Sew Sew Lounge

A
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Define your #SewingGoals

From the very beginning I always knew 

I wanted to design and sew my own 

clothes and costumes. I needed a 

machine that could handle a variety of 

fabrics & thicknesses. It had to have 

specialty feet for invisible zippers, 

rolled hems, and buttonholes. And it 

needed to be sturdy and last for years of 

sewing and being carted back and forth 

to my apartment to sewing workspace 

on campus. I explained all of my needs 

and wants to the sales lady at the 

Bernina dealer and she helped me select 

a machine. My Bernina 1080 fit the bill 

for my personal sewing needs and it has 

been my trusted sewing partner for the 

last 20+ years.

Close your eyes and picture 

yourself sewing, machine whirring, 

thread flying, losing track of time. 

Ask yourself, “What is the one thing I 

want to make more than anything 

else?” Really think about it and 

envision it happening. Taking the time 

to think about what you want to sew 

will help you figure out what you need

in a sewing machine. All sewing 

machine have the same basic features, 

but some are better suited for sewing 

clothes, while others are better for 

making quilts. Narrowing down what 

you want to sew will help you choose a 

machine that will grow with you and 

your skills for years to come.

Budget—How much can you 

afford?

Sewing machines range in price from a 

few hundred dollars (Singer, Brother, 

Jenome) to several thousand dollars 

(Bernina, Husqvarna Viking).

Mechanical sewing machines are
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https://www.sewsewlounge.com/blog/5-tips-for-buying-your-first-sewing-machine


FEATURE: Sewing Machines

cheaper than fully computerized 

models. Mechanical machines have 

manual dials to set the tension, stitch 

width, and stitch length. Computerized 

sewing machines, by comparison, will 

thread your machine for you, cut the 

tread, and adjust the sewing 

speed! These machines usually have a 

screen instead of buttons or dials and 

almost every aspect of sewing is 

computerized.

Think about your commitment to 

sewing and how much you want to 

spend. If you aren’t 100% in, buy a 

basic mechanical machine in the $100-

$250 price range. However, if you are 

fully committed to sewing for the rest 

of your life, buy the best machine you 

can afford with all of the bells and 

whistles of your heart’s desire. You 

won’t regret it.

Stitches—How many do you 

really need?

My semi-computerized Bernina has 14 

utility stitches and 14 decorative 

stitches. In all the years of owning this 

machine, I’ve used a decorative stitch 

once or twice. My mechanical Brother 

XM2701, has 17 utility stitches and 10 

decorative stitches. These days the 

price of the machine doesn’t limit your 

stitch options.

The two stitches you will use 

ALL THE TIME are the straight stitch 

and the zigzag stitch. The good news is 

that ALL sewing machines include 

these two stitches.

Must have stitches are buttonhole 

stitch and blind hem stitch.When

sewing clothes an automatic buttonhole 

feature will help you make neat, 

professional looking buttonholes.
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A blind hem stitch will hem your 

garments without the time and effort 

hand sewing!

Nice to have stitches include a 

stretch stitch for sewing knits and other 

utility stitches, like a triple stitch and 

faux overlock stitch. If you would like 

to add decorative stitches on your 

sewing projects, consider the various 

designs offered by individual make and 

model sewing machines.

Attachments & Feet

Every sewing machine will come with a 

few attachments, like a double needle 

and additional spool holder, and feet, 

including a buttonhole foot and a 

regular zipper foot. More expensive 

machines usually come with more 

attachments and have additional 

specialty feet available for 

purchase. Check with the 

manufacturer, dealer, or Amazon to 

learn which additional options are 

available.

Free arm: The free arm appears 

when the size of the sewing platform is 

reduced, usually by the removal of a 

flat bed attachment or storage 

compartment. In order to insert a 

sleeve, your machine must have a free 

arm.

Needle position adjustment: You 

have to be able to move the position of 

your needle from center to left or right 

in order to sew garments. It is 

impossible to insert a zipper without the 

ability to sew to the left and right sides 

of the center.

Nice to have features include an 

automatic needle threader, sewing 

speed adjustment, and a detachable 

sewing table attachment.

You may be thinking… 

“That all sounds great 
Toni,  but do you have 
any recommendations 
for a specific sewing 
machine brand or 
model?”
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Check the weight of your 

machine and determine if it’s easy for 

you to lift and move. Some machines 

have a handle for portability and others 

come with a carrying case. Amazon 

sells generic cases which fit a variety of 

machine sizes. A hard sided case will 

protect your machine and is worth the 

investment in the long run.

Lighting: More light helps you 

thread your needle and maintain a 

straight seam. Most machines have a 

built in light near the needle. The 

important thing is to make sure the bulb 

is accessible and replaceable without a 

trip for service. There is nothing worse 

than having a burnt out bulb keeping 

you from finishing a project.

Thread cutter: A thread cutter 

will easily cut the top & bottom threads 

and detach your project from your 

machine. This feature is standard with 

most modern sewing machines.

To properly sew clothing, you 

must have a buttonhole foot, a blind 

hem foot, and an invisible zipper 

foot. If your machine doesn't come 

with any of these, order them ASAP, so 

you have them on hand when you need 

them.

Nice to have include a narrow 

hem foot, a wide hem foot, and a 

gathering foot. Keep in mind you can 

always buy specialty feet as you need 

them.

Additional Features

Think about use and set up of your 

machine and features that would make 

your life easier. It’s more fun to sew 

with a machine you love than one you 

just tolerate.

Portability: Do you plan to have 

your machine in a designated sewing 

space, or will you use the dining room 

table and need to keep it safely stored in 

a closet? Do you plan to carry your 

machine around for classes or travel?

FEATURE: Sewing Machines
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I learned to sew in college using 

a Bernina and the brand will always 

have a place in my heart. I love my 

Bernina 1080 but they stopped making 

it years ago. Bernina is a reputable 

sewing machine company, but their 

sewing machines are all computerized 

and cost a few thousand 

dollars. However, if they are in your 

price range, Bernina makes great 

machines that will last you for years to 

come.

When I decided to teach 

beginners to sew, I purchased a Brother 

XM2701 based on the great reviews on 

Amazon and Brother’s sponsorship of 

Project Runway. This machine comes 

with a standard foot and 5 additional 

ones: buttonhole foot; narrow rolled 

hem foot; blind hem foot; zipper foot; 

and a button foot. There is also 

an instructional DVD for set up and use 

of the machine. For under $200, it’s a 

good quality machine for a reasonable 

price.

So there ya have it, my 5 tips to 

figure out the best machine for your 

sewing goals, to help you buy the 

sewing machine that’s right for you in 

years to come. Ready to go shopping?
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❑ Get your Fabric Cut and 

Begin Sewing

The moment you have been 

waiting for…

Be creative and have fun!

❑Pick a Project
The big question… WHAT do you want 

to sew? If you haven’t thought this out 

much, you could spend hours, days, or 

even months here, especially if you 

are a beginner. TIP: Go for simple 

things like draw-string bag or pillow 

cover, perhaps even a bookmark or 

placemat. 

❑Select your Fabric
Of course your fabric will depend on 

what you want to sew. The best fabric 

for beginners is a simple cotton 

because they don’t stretch too much 

or slip. Have fun with this step – this is 

what will make your project stand out 

and be original. 

❑Gather your Equipment
While there are numerous tools that 

you can use for your sewing project, 

for a beginner it is good to just stick 

with the essential tools. Along with 

your fabric and machine, your MUST 

HAVES will be: thread, needles, pins, 

scissors, and  a measuring tape. If your 

project calls for anything additional, 

gather away.

❑ Prep your Fabric for Sewing

Do I HAVE to prewash my fabric? 

Getting your fabric ready for the 

project is essential to avoid your end 

product shrinking in the first wash. 

Depending on what you are making, 

this could be an important step. 

Also, ironing the fabric after washing 

will remove any wrinkles to make sure 

everything lines up properly.

I have my machine:  
Now what?



* Rulers: Cloth tape measure; yard stick, 

* Rotary cutter (Olfa brand preferred by 

group members)

*Self-healing mat

*Clear wide ruler rotary cutter guide 

Should Haves & Could Haves

*Sewing machine manual (most available 

free online; some older manuals at a small 

charge) 

*High quality sewing thread (Mettler, 

Gutterman, Aurofil recommended)

* Scissors: Bent handle dressmakers

shears; small, sharp, pointed scissor, 

pinking shears (none of the 

aforementioned to EVER be used for 

anything but fabric!); craft scissors for 

cutting paper patterns and other non-fabric 

items 

* Quality machine needles in various sizes 

* Various specialty sewing machine “feet” 

and attachments

* Extra bobbins

* Glass head straight pins; clips

* Pin cushion and/or magnetic pin dish

* Sewing gauge 

* Seam ripper

A poll was taken in the Beginner Sewing group on Facebook, and what follows is a list of 

“should haves” and "could haves" for getting started from group members to group members.
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*Fabric markers

* That Purple Thang (a device for guiding 

your fabric under your presser foot —

highly recommended but not necessary) 

* Steam iron 

* Good light source 

* Comfortable chair 

* A good sense of humor and patience

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1429751023915256
https://www.etsy.com/shop/highendfabrics?coupon=JHIGHENDFABRICS10OFF


What you need

• Two 19″ x 15″ pieces of upholstery 

fabric (I used 2 different fabrics)

• Scissors

• Hem gauge or transparent ruler

• Point tool or other turning tool

• Pins

• Iron

• Sewing machine

• Coordinating thread

Getting started… 

Step 1: I washed the fabric with mild 

detergent in cold water. After drying, I 

gave it a good press to ensure accurate 

cutting. I cut my pieces 19″ x 15″.

Step 2: With right sides together, I put a 

pin in the top middle on the right side 

and measured 3″ down from that and 

put another pin. this is where I will turn 

the piece right side out. I then pinned all 

the way around the other sides.

Make Your Own Placemats

Step 3: Start stitching near the pin at the 

bottom of the 3″ opening with a 1/2″ 

seam allowance. Don’t forget to 

backstitch (this will help hold the 

integrity of the seam when you turn it 

right side out). When you get to the 

bottom, stop and lift your presser foot. 

Turn the fabric 90º and start sewing the 

long side. When you get to the next 

corner, lift your presser foot and turn the 

fabric again. Repeat for all sides.

TUTORIAL

Visit www.beginner-sewing.com to 

see updated sewing challenges that 

are designed to build your sewing 

skills and boost creativity.

http://www.beginner-sewing.com/
http://www.beginner-sewing.com/


TUTORIAL: Placemats

Step 4: When you get to the other pin 

marking the opening, backstitch and 

snip your threads.

Step 5: Remove remaining pins and 

trim the excess fabric from the seam 

allowance and turn right side out.

TIP: I use my seam gauge when I get to a 

corner to make sure I’m stitching down to 

exactly 1/2″, then I rotate the fabric.

Step 6: Carefully push out the corners 

with a point tool or other object. I used 

the my fabric pencil, but chopsticks 

work really well too! Tuck the edges 

of the unstitched area and press with 

an iron.

Step 7: Here’s the fun part! Topstitch
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the edges at 

1/4″, making 

sure to catch 

both pieces of 

fabric. Take 

your time and 

go slow 

because you

want it to be perfect.



Step 8: Cut your threads and marvel at 

your work!

It’s that easy to make your own 

placemats. If you have trouble finding 

what you’re looking for, you can 

usually make it yourself. 

To view the original tutorial, click 

here.

What does 
“right sides” 

together 
mean?

When instructions mention the 

"right side" of fabric, they are 

talking about the "printed" or 

"pretty" surface of the fabric. You 

usually sew fabrics with right sides 

together so the stitching will be on 

the inside of the finished project. 

Wrong side: The other surface is 

the "wrong" side of the fabric or 

the “back.”

TUTORIAL: Placemats

Now offering one of a kind 

woodwork seam rippers!
www.etsy.com/shop/Samosaurous

https://everydaywithmae.com/make-your-own-placemats/?fbclid=IwAR0DBthGVd8eYB2krxDdU28zaZyV_O2fux-WKQcKyAd8dWfpb8jqd2zJqQ4
https://www.etsy.com/shop/Samosaurous?ref=shop_sugg
http://www.etsy.com/shop/Samosaurous


Quilting

Corridor



Quilting Corridor: No Cut Rag Quilt

Quilting is not an ideal project for a 

beginner to just jump right into. It 

really is a realm of its own in the 

sewing world, and honestly, it can 

require quite a few sewing 

fundamentals.  However, it is 

something many beginners want to 

make.

Easy rag quilting that involves no 

precise cutting blocks and can help 

hide your stitches if you haven’t quite 

perfected those just yet. 

I love so much about this quilt!  From 

its simplicity to the texture and ability 

to hide so many of the “newbie flaws” 

we often hear in the Beginner Sewing 

Facebook group.  “How do I sew a 

straight line?” “Do I need a rotary 

cutter?” “I can’t cut straight…help.” 

Rest assured sewists, you are not 

alone.  

No need to be intimidated, drum 

roll please! … I present to you the 

Easy Rag Quilt Pattern – No Cutting 

Blocks, step-by-step tutorial from 

Tamara’s Joy. 

Fabric Suggestion: Use flannel! 

It is warm and when you wash it, 

the “rag” part of your quilt will 

fray and get a nice vintage look.
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This is an Easy Rag Quilt Pattern without cutting blocks! YAY! FINALLY! I love giving 

raq guilts as gifts but sometimes I just don’t have time to cut all the blocks.

This easy rag quilt can be done in under an hour, so you can sew a baby rag quilt 

fast enough to have it with you when you meet the little one.

If you want to learn how to make a rag quilt the normal way click here.

Choose two different flannelette fabrics 

for your blanket.

For a rag quilt with rectangles like 

the green rag quilt I made for this tutorial, 

use a yard and a half of fabric per side.

For a rag quilt with squares use a yard of 

fabric per side.

If you want to add batting into the 

blanket make sure it is cut the exact same 

size as the rest of the fabric. 

This will make sure all the squares are 

sewn together before trimming excess 

batting from the seams.

Watch the tutorial here: https://youtu.be/5SUEKtD-iTc

By Tamara Kielstra

http://tamarasjoy.com/how-to-make-a-rag-quilt/
http://tamarasjoy.com/about-tamaras-joy/
https://youtu.be/5SUEKtD-iTc?fbclid=IwAR2OT1dxKir0sld0uSemKTc0DRsI0z81WqJ790f4uEAHuhOTPaSK4i08XNM


Place both fabrics together, wrong 

sides facing in. Then trim around the 

edges.

If you are doing batting place it in 

between the two fabrics at this point.

Choose what side will be the side 

you want to see the ragging. and 

make sure all your folds happen on 

that side.

Fold your fabric in half and 

sew a 1” seam along that fold.

Cut along the loop you have created.

Create a seam along both sides of the 

center seam. This is best explained in my 

video tutorial. and then sew along both of 

these folds.
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We will do this all over again on the 

opposite side. Fold for a center seam. 

Keep the previous seams open before 

folding. Then sew a 1” seam once again.

Fold and sew the next two seams on either 

side of the center seam you just sewed.

Sew a 1” seam around the entire easy rag 

quilt pattern you just created.

Clip all the edges, making sure the closer 

together the clips are the better the ragging 

will end up looking.

Once sewn cut along these two loops as 

well. Then press all three of these seams 

open.

How to Make a No Cut Rag Quilt
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Fabric… To Prewash or Not 
That is the Question…
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example. If you are doing a quilting 

project then washing is a very 

important step. If you do not wash 

your fabric is could shrink after the 

quilt is put together which will cause 

bunching. What a waste of time and 

money!

2. Color– Darker colors are more 

likely to blead into your other fabrics 

when everything eventually makes it to 

the wash. Unfortunately, these colors 

may need to be washed more than once 

to avoid color bleeding. 

3. Stiffness & Starch- When fabric is 

printed, it goes through a few process 

and one is setting colors and stiffness 

with starch. This process can make it 

harder to handle and maneuver when 

you are working with it. Washing it to 

remove that will make it easier to sew 

with. 

I would be lying if I said I always 

prewashed my fabrics before I started 

a project.  Most of the time I am too 

excited to get started and I want to just 

jump right in.  And this question has 

been asked time and time again… Do I 

HAVE TO wash my fabric before I 

begin cutting and sewing?  

Unfortunately, the answer is 

not universal.  In fact, it really depends 

on a few things like: What are you 

sewing? Does it need to hold up? What 

is the purpose of your project? What 

fabric are you using? The list could go 

on.

Before you start your project 

and wonder if you should prewash or 

not, here are a few things to consider:

1. Shrinkage– Some fabric shrinks 

more than others. Cotton is one good



Introducing - the Zig Zag Quilt Block! The 

best part about this quilt block is that we 

can use scraps! All we need are three 

different coordinating fabrics in 5” 

squares. So let’s make this month colorful 

and use our scraps – just coordinate them 

please! 

Select three fabrics that 

coordinate, making sure you have a 

light/neutral tone, medium tone, and a 

dark or color popping tone in your 

fabric choices. I would also recommend 

to select fabrics that are not in one 

specific direction or directional fabric. 

Since our block is literally 

spinning, a slip in fabric placement will 

not give the same effect. (Ask me how I 

know...) You will have three 

fabrics....out of those three fabrics you 

will have three 5" squares. That's it. 

You can literally use your scraps! 

How to Make a

Zig Zag Quilt Block

These are the 

fabrics I picked 

from my stash. 

By Sarah Yuhr

http://www.vipquiltingclub.com/


Next take your dark or color 

popping fabrics and pick one 5" square. 

You will trim this square down to 4.5" 

square. You can pin a needle in the square 

if you need help to remember this is your 

middle square. Your other two fabrics -

hopefully, are not directional. If they are 

not directional, go ahead and cut them in 

half on the diagonal. If they are 

directional, pay attention to the direction 

of the print and cut accordingly. My color 

popping fabric needed to be cut as such 

due to the direction of the fabric print:

All but ONE square (NOT the center 

square - 4.5") should be cut on the 

diagonal and you are ready to put them in 

the block layout. This block has not been 

sewn, just placed in the block layout for 

you to view. 

Don't be alarmed... Here's a little 

trick I learned at the guild meeting. We had 

a speaker Sue Heinz (if you don't know 

her, definitely look her up). She told us 

and SHOWED us that we can take this 

bottle of Elmer's glue and use it on our 

fabrics to help piece them together. 

Quilting Corridor: Zig Zag Quilt Block
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Pull the first two half square triangles to 

form the first square -- you will place a 

tiny bit of glue along the edge...TINY. I 

put the glue on the darker fabric. It's easier 

to see. Can you see how tiny of a squeeze 

you do? I did not get a special tip to do 

this...I just used the glue bottle itself as it 

came. Then match up the seams - and put 

your super hot iron (with no steam - it 

doesn't work with water) on your seam for 

about five seconds.

it for 25 cents! I ran to the store after the 

guild meeting the next day and found it at 

my local dollar store for $1.25. Highway 

robbery. LOL. 

If you don't have this...it's 

$1 at the store during the 

school year, and with back 

to school sales you can find

I recommend that you do this process and 

sew all of the half square triangles into 

squares before you proceed to sewing 

across the rows. Why? Because Elmer's 

can be finicky and the longer I left the 

bottle open, the more I had to stop, close 

the bottle, shake the glue down, and then 

apply the glue. Hey, learn from my 

mistakes. 

The fabrics will be stuck together. Did you 

mess up and the edges are off, like I did 

my first time? Simply pull it apart. No 

harm to your fabrics at all! You don't have 

to pin your quilt blocks ever again! Then 

simply take them to your machine and sew 

a SCANT 1/4" SEAM. Press your seams 

to the darker fabric. DO NOT trim the dog 

tails at this point. 



When you are ready to sew across the top 

row - it will look like this: 

When you sew the two squares of the row 

together - before you press or open the 

squares - TRIM THE DOG TAILS NOW! 

Then press and look. 

Once you have all the smaller 

squares sewn together - sew across the 

row. Try the glue method again instead of 

pinning them. This was amazing! My 

points have never been better...SEE! 

Now take two 

rows and being careful 

not to mix up the 

direction - apply the 

glue to the center row 

instead of pinning. 

Here's what it will look like when you 

have all three rows sewn: 

After you line up the bottom or top 

row to the center row - iron the area where 

glue is the same as when you sewed the 

small half square triangles together. 

Nothing is different, it's just a larger piece 

of fabric now. Press! Press! Press those 

seams flat. 
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Now to attach the top row to quilt 

block - AGAIN - apply the glue to the 

center row across the top and match the 

edges. Press with the iron to "set" the 

seam with the glue. Sew across using a 

SCANT 1/4" SEAM. Trim your dog tails 

before pressing open. 

Quilting Corridor: Zig Zag Quilt Block

https://www.thequiltrambler.com/
http://www.thequiltrambler.com/
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Makers’ Guide

This section is dedicated to our bloggers, tutorial and pattern 

creators, and sewing & craft supply businesses.  It will be an 

accumulation of where to find what and featured in each issue!

Tutorials

Fabric, patterns & supplies

If you are interested in being featured in our Makers’ Guide – please contact an admin 

from the Beginner Sewing group via Facebook Messenger.  

https://sewmuchcharm.com/
https://everydaywithmae.com/make-your-own-placemats/?fbclid=IwAR0DBthGVd8eYB2krxDdU28zaZyV_O2fux-WKQcKyAd8dWfpb8jqd2zJqQ4
https://tamarasjoy.com/
http://www.flashfictionmysteryquilt.com/
https://www.etsy.com/shop/Samosaurous?ref=shop_sugg
https://www.etsy.com/shop/highendfabrics?coupon=JHIGHENDFABRICS10OFF
http://www.liftyourtable.com/
http://www.fatquartershop.com/
https://thequiltrambler.com/


Stay tuned for 
the Holiday
Showcase 
issue…


